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1 Introduction 
It was discovered as early as 600 B.C., that when two bodies 

oht objects, like paper, pith etc. The two bodies are said to be elec 
ed. For example, if a rod of ebonite is rubbed with fur, both get 

ar Tubbed with dne another, they acquire the property of attracting 

lectrified. Similarly, glass and silk also get electrified when rub- 
ed. Further it is found that two rods of ebonite rubbed with fur, 
epel one another and a rod of ehonite rubbed with fur attracts a 

lass rod rubbed with silk. This means the electrification of the 

bonite rod is different from the.electrification of the glass rod. Glass 

s said to acquire positive electricity and ebonite negative electricity. 

he-ve charge acquired:by eboniteis equal. to the +ve charge 
cquired by fur. 
qual amounts of positive and negative charges. The Greek work for 

mber is electron and the branch of electricity that deals with the 

roduction of charges by friction is called electrostatics. 

2 

Thus, when two bodies are rubbed they acquire 

Electric Field and Electric Intensit

Electric field, The space surrounding a charged conductor 

ithin which its influence can be felt is called the electric field. 

Force between two 
harged conductors. 
et A and B be two 
harged bodies and +41 
nd +2 the charges on 
hem respectively, sepa-
ated by a distance of r. 

+ + 
-B 

Fig. 51 
nen the force of repulsion F between the charges is directly 

t rOnal to the product of the charges and inversely proportional 
ne square of the distance between the charges. 
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Faaand Fa 

Fa 

F- 
Here is constant. 

In rationalised MKS unitsor SI units 

A4 
andHere, is the relative permittivity of the medium 

permittivity of free space. 

Substituting this value of A in equation (i) 

F 9192 
4TE 

In rationalised MKS units or SI units, F js in newton 
metres and 

Fis in newtons,

9x newton-mefre? 

4TEo coulomb 

and 
F885x 10-12 C2 (N-m 

When the two charges are in free space, relative permit

free space. E 1, and 

9192 F 4neg 
Electric intensity at a point in an electric feld. E

intensity at a point in an electric field is defined as the for
perienced by a unit +ve charge placed at that point. 

Uait Charge: 
In rationalised MKS units or SI units 

F=1 in free space 4re 
If 91441 coulomb 

r=l metre 
1 and =9x 10 

, 

Then, X1x9x 10 
12 Hence one onalised MKS unit or SI unit o 

=9X 109 newtons 
d 

SIunit of charge 



Gauss's ThePor
61 Grmss's Theorem 

Gauss's theorem states that the total nore.. al electrical 

over & closed surface is equal to 2g the total charpe. 

urface 

E 

E cos 

E 

0 Ecose 
Fig. 6.1 

Proof. Consider a closed surface with a charge q at the pointO and a small element of the surface AB of area ds (Fig. 6'1), 

Electric intensity at a point on the surface AB=E =T1 
47teE 

Component of the intensity perpendicular to the surface 
= E cos 6 = 

4TE, 9cos 
TNEI over this elementary surface 

Dielectric constant x component of the intensity perpendcular to the surfaceX area of the _urface 
98 



99 APPLICATIONS 

ds 
AB cos 6 gd So 3meter cos 6 x AB = 

T AB cos 0 
r = d», the solid angle subtended by the surface AB at O. 

TNEIover the whole surface= [ dw 
4TC (The solid angle subtended at a point inside a closed surface= 4T) Case (i). If there area number of charges q1, 92 etc. present inside the surface,the TNEI= q1 a 4t. 

Case (i). If the . charge q is outside the surface, the total normal electrical in- duction over the closed surface is zero. ) At A, TNEI in, 1 wards 4 do. (iü) At B, TNEIoutwards +iqd». Fig. 6 2 
4Tt 

1 (ii) At C. TNEI inwards=-A do. (iv) At D, TNEI outwards 
+ g dw. 4Tt 

q do=0 6.2 Applications of Gauss'(1) Electric intensit due to a charged sphere. 
Consider a poiu P at a distance r from the centre of a sphere 
Fig.6.3). 

Let the electric iatensity at P be E. Charge on the sphere=q. TNEIaccording to Gauss's theorem 
T 

TNEI is also = tgf, EA 
o,XEx 4mr...i) (Surface area of the sphere of radiusr = A = 47tr) From () and (ii) 

Eg, E 4T3 



= 0 
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nsity at a point due to : 

D9 ElectriR e the charged cylinder havin 
om the : 

cylinder 
and R is the radius of the cylinder (Fip "om 

radius r and length round th 

oniform ving? 
ed 

cylinder. 

Let 
AB be 

per 
metre. 

P is. a 
point daarge 

5) Electric intensity. 

of r fr 
ler 

at a distanc 

(Fig. 6 
the 

imaginary 

cylinder 
of 

radiu 

Let E be the electric 
intensity 

at P. Then 

T.N.E.I 
over the 

curved curved surface ot the cylinder 

of radiusr Eofr E. 277 r.i*"der 

the curved surface of this cy inde 
ing to Gauss's 

theorem= qlI 

al is the charge inside the imaginary 
But 

T.N.EI. 
for the curved 

surface 
7 

cylinder 
icular to 

(There are no 
electric lines 

surface area of the imaginary 
cylinder). 

From ) to (ü), ql =tp5, E. 27 r. 1 

fal is the charectric lines of force perpendicular to e 

In rationalised 
MKS units or SSI 

units 
i) EEo R 

where R is the radius of the 
charged cylinder) 

63 Coulomb's Law. 
ch It states that the electric intensity

point any near aa charged res 
the surface of any shape is equal to 

where is the surface density of 
charge and eoe, is the dielectric constant 
of the medium. B is 

Fig. 6.8 ha Proof. Let ABC be the charged surfaceand density of charge. On 
Consider two points P and 

outside and the other inside 
and close to the surface. Cons 
imaginary cylinder, as shown in the 

of cross sectional area ds (Fig. 69% 

T.N.E.I. over the plane 
su 

at P egE, E. ds where E is the electn 

becausethe electric intensity 

T.N.E.I. = E%6r E. dst 

at P. 
T.N.E.I.over the sur inside 

ace. 

foe 
charged surface is zero. 

Fig. 6-9 0 E. ds 
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But according 1o Gauss's theorem 
T.N.E.I. = ads 

...u) (ds is the area of the charged surface enclosed inside tbe cylinder) 
From () and (ii), sos, E. ds = o. di. 

E=. 

4Mechanical Force Experienced by Unit Area ofa Charged Surface  Let a be the surface density of charge. AB is a surface of unit area on the charged surface. Consider two points P and Q, one outside and the other inside the charged suar- face (Fig. 6'10). 
Electric intensity at P, 

E 

B 

ot E E+E,= .i) 
(according to Coulomb's law) 

E E E is the force experienced by a unit +tre charge at due to the-+ve charge on AB and E, is the force due to the t ve charge on thè 'i test of the surfaçe These atwo forces are in the same direction. 
Fig. 6'10o Electricintensity àt 0 = E-E =0 Becauseelectric intensityinside a closed chargedsurface= 0 E 1S the force experienced by a unit +ve charge at Q due to the +ve narge on the surface ABand E2 is the force due to the +ve charge ne rest of the surface These two forces are in oppositedirec tions. 

From (i), E = Ez 
'. From (i), E,+E=2E-2E2 = 

or 

That is, a unit +re charge on AB experiences an upward force 
due to the charge present on the rest of the surface. 

E2o 

Charge "e present on the surface AB of area 1 sq metre =o Force experi rienced by unit area of the charged surface, 
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F 260 

- newtons/m2 

E r 
.'. = S% E 

But force experie 
Substituting the value of a in (ii), mechanical force expe 

by unit area of the charged surface. 

F 
6 E newtons/m2 

2 

65 Energy stored per Unit Volume in an Electric Fiels 

a charged sur 
Mechanical force experienced by unit area of a charged s. 

EgEr E 

2er 2 

metre again 
If this charge o is moved through a distance of 1 metre an. 

- EEr J/m 
the electric force, work done per m 2 

This work done per unit volume= Er Jmis stored a2 

eaergy in the medium. 

Hence energy stored per unit volume, 

= joules/m 



Capacity and Condense

71) Capacity ofa Gonductor 
1f the charge on a conductor i3 gradually increased, its potentilcainereases and at any instant the charge given to a conductor is 

directly proportional to its potential. 
aV, or q = CV, or C = where C is called the capacity 

of the conductor. 

The capacity of a conductor is defined as the amount of charge 
that has to be given to it to raise its potential by unity. 

Units. A coaductor has a capacity of one farad if a charge of 
one coulomb raises its potential by one volt. The practical 
(rationalised MKS unit or ST) unit of capacity is Farad. 

(it) Capacity of a spherical conductor. A sphere of radius 
ris given a charge q. Let the potential of the sphere be V. 

VATese 
C= = 4re farad ...() 

(i) Energy of a charged conductor 
Let a conductor of capacity C be given 
a charge 2. The potential of the conductor 

Y. During the process of charging, let the 
Charge on th,*nductor be q and the corres 
ponding pote ttr be . 
conducto r s Froler s 

Fig. 71 be 

tion work done to give a unit fve charge to the 
r a chargé dg, the work done = v. d 

117 



118 and pro0 
nine tw = 

Work done. 
But, 

Work 
done to give a charge Q to the conductor 0 

But, O=. VC 

C2 
2C . Work done = 

In 
rationalised 

MKS units or SI units 

= CV2 joules 
Work done 

E-fCV joules 
Here C is in farads and Vis in volts, 

potWork done in charging a conductor is stored as n 
in tbe conductor. rged condue (iv) Sharing of charge between two charged cCo 

O 
Fig. 72 

Let A and B be the conductors of capacities C and Cp, chare 
potentialsV and V, respectively (Fig. 72). 

Energy of the conductor A before contact= CV 
Energy of the conductorB before contact t CV 
Total energy before contact, E= CV12+ C 
When the two conductors are joined by a wire, 

Total charge the common potential Total capacity
CGV+C.V 

C+C Total energy of the conductors after contactTDelhi 
a ear 

ct tiai 
Ea (C+C [Delhi 

E, =(CG+c) G+GV"_(C.rOstatics. C = Crostatics. 
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CONDENSBRS 

Loss of energy due to contact, 

E-E= CV+ CV2 - (CV+CY 
Cq+C 

2C+C (CG+CG}(GV+CV)-(CV+CV 

CV2+CC V+CCV2+E 
-CV-CAV-2C,CGYV, 

1 

2(C1+L 
CC 

2C+CV+V-2VV 

CC 
2(C1+C 

This is a +ve quantity irrespective of the values of Vi and Vs. 
(V-V 

Thus, whenever two charged conductors are connected by a w Thus, 
spark is produced. 



 DRICAL cONDENSsa 
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Total capacity C 4Ttg,b +a 
ba-ah +ab 
b-a 

PAcITY 
OF A 

CYLINDRICAL. 

-4T b2 47Tegr C- 

4rEb
(b-a) for air medium C 

.Capacity of a Cylindrical Condenser
and B are two cylinders of radii a and b respectively. The 

inner cylinder evlinder has a charge per unit length and the outer cylinder 

is earth connected (Fig. 7:6). 

dr 

c 

i) Fig. 76 
Consider a concentric cylindrical she]l of radius r and radial 

ickness dr. 

Electric intensity at C = 

Work done in taking a unit +ve charge from C to D 

dr 27TegEr 
Hence the potential difference between. the points C and D 

dr 27teer r dV = 

Potential diference between the cylinders A ànd B 

dr 2TTeE, 

4log. a-log, b| 2TCEL 

log, b-log, a 2rcE&L 
- log. 



The capacity per unit length of the
2Teg c-- lo . log 

2rer 
2ite C 

2.3026X log10 
This is the capacity of the cylindrical condenser for al 

ctre. 
Therefore, the capacity of the condenser for a lengthl met 

27p, 
2.3026xlogG

If the medium consists of a compound dielectric of relat bermittivityt and er2.., then the capacity of such a condenserp 
nit length 

1 C 
log, log, 2 

2,T2rez 
21ce C= 

log 
r1 

Eiample 72. A cable of wire 3x 10-3 m in diamee insulated with 3x 10- m of gutta-percha (reld 
diameter 
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2:7 Moving Coil Ballistic Galvanomet

The construction' of a moving coit ballistic galva
similar to that of a dead beat galvanometer, except fort 
tions discussed in article 12:5. 



(i) If a current. 7 is passed through the coil on n 

force expcricnced by the length side conductor of the 

MOVING COL BALL 

Theory 

(length 1, breadth b) and if the magnetic flux density 
urns 

ol=Bl 
. Force=BInlB ForceD t lows for a small interval of time dt, then, If this 

current flows for a 

impulse=Bnlldt 
Change in momentum=Bnlldt 

In B 

B 

ln B! 
Fig. 12 7 

Change in momentum for a eharge q that flows through the coil 

Balldt=Bnl Idt=Bnlg Idt=q 
Moment of momentum=Bnlq xb=nABq 
Bat moment of momentum==Angular momentum= Jw 

=nABq .. () where A==lxb the facearea of coil] 
(i) Work done in twisting the suspensionfibre by an angle 6 =C 

. 

This work done is equal to the KE of the oscillatingsystem, Jw, when the angular displacementis 6. 
Jo=} Co2 
(i) The time period of oscillation of the oscillating system 

or Ju'=C0 .ii) 
executing torsional oscillations is 

t 2 27 
or 

Multiplying equations (ii) and (ii), 

4T2 ...i) 
=Ca 

4 
IuCr0 (iv) 

Equaling (i) and (iv) nABq= Ct8 

q27 C .6 nAB 
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alvan 
C 

Here is the current reduction factor of the 
and nAB - is the ballistic reduction factor (K 

q-KO 

nAB 
C 

2T 

In equation (v), q is the charge that flows through 

density and 

the bva 
couple per unit twist of the suspension tibre, n the numha of the coil, A the face area of the coil, B the flux densit 
the throw observed in the listic galvanometer. 

of oscillation of the coil, C 
galvanometer, t the time period 



129 Correction for Damping in Ballistic Galvano
anometer 

tant current is passedd through the coil and hence the 
Ballistic 

de 
ga 

ome
In the case of an ordinary moving coil galvanometa 

delectm 
Only 

meters measure charge in the form of sudden dischargean 
the impulse, a sudden kick is given to the coil. .Hence it is on 
constant. The pointer gives a constant reading. 

discharge and de 
that first throw that is effectivein measuring the charge that 

the coil oscillatesin 
charge 

throw, throughthe coil. After the first 
magnetic field with continuously decreasing amplitude. D 

etc., the electromagnetic induction in the coil, air resistance etc., thee 
decrease in amplitude. Let 6 be the actual deflection in the ab 

of damping and 6, 2, 63 etc. be the successive observed thro 
the right and left continuously (Fig. 12:8). 

Fig. 12-8 



ECTION FOR DAMPIN 

It 
will be 

found 

that 
4. 

PINO 
FOR DAMPIL 

==d, where d is called 

Let d be 
equal 

c decrereme right to left 6, to 6, and from extreme left 

ual to e so that A = log, d. Here à is called the 

logarithmiC decrement 

CWngs (1., 
ron 

extreme 

right 

1o 
tight b, to B3). 

phe decrement. 

he equa Each complete vibration comprises of two 

x =d=g?A (for two swings) 3 

Similarly for four swings, = d = e and so on. 

be the true first throw in the abscnce of damping which 

js the mean position to extreme right corresponds to half a swing, is 
higher 

than the observed first throw . The motion of the coil 
fro 

= di/2=ea = approx. 

Substituting this value in equation (v) of article 12'7 

2aA1+1 
where is the observed first throw and à is the logarithmic decre- 

.6) 

ment. 
Calcalation of A, The successive throws 81, 62, 0 etc. are 

noted. 

Then, = d10= eil01 Then 011 
Taking logarithms on both sides 

10 or = og 
A t0 X 23026 x logio ..() 

From equation (i), 
23026xlog1o AB1+20 

t 1+0 11513 log1o C 



Ws CHHOFF S LAW 

hoff's Laws 

fowing thtough, a network of conductor 
For steady currente 

/lowing two la 
First Law. 

laws known as Kirchhoffs Laws are applicable, 

21 Kirehho 

The algebraic sum of currents meeting at a 
ero. meeting at any rion 

in a 
circuit is zero 

agebro: 

rchhatwor 

2 

Fig. 1324 
Let 1, 2, etc. be the.conductors meeting at the point O of an electrical circuit and i, i etc, be the currents passing though them Fig. 1324). Taking the currents fiowing towards the point as +ve and those fiowing away from the point as ve, the algebraic sum of the currents is i-iti3 ti, which is equal to zero according to the frst law. In general 2i = 0. 

of charge, the total iniow of charge towards a point must be the 
same as the total outfiow of charge in the same time as there is no accumulation of charge at any point in a circuit. 

Taking the current as the rate of fow 

(i) Second Law. In any closed mesh (or path) of an electrical Cicuit, the algebraic sum of the products ofhe currents and resis 
aNces ot thee various branches of the mesh is equal to the total emt 
of the mesh (or path). 

Consider the electrical circuit given in Fig. 13:25. The values 
Lhe currents and resistances are indicated in the diagram. 

www- 

M 

G Jf 

wwwwwww 
Fig. 13-255 
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Applying the sccond law 

(i) to the mesh ABCDGHKA, 

ir +i + ia t is= E, 
(Note, For eny mesh, the pro�uct is taken as posi 

or 2ir= 2E 

current in one direction and negative in the opposite direction 
the assumed oe direction, the eaf of the cell is taken 

ive 
Further if the d1rection of the current due to the cell is the same as 
otherwise-ve.) 

(ii) For the mesh AMLKA, 
(it) For the mesh DEFGD, 

(as there is no source of emf in the mesh) 
(The direction of current through r is taken as positive an the curtent through rs which is in the opposite direction is taken a negative). 

ir +ir1= E 
i ig s= 0 



t 

 

ve 

13 22 

pplicatfon 
of 

irchhof:. irchhoff's Laws 

13 26 

to hea

Fig. represents
Bridge Wheatstone's bridge circuit 

etP. 2, R and S are ndected
w 

ww- to form a mesh. A cell is 

Yw 
ww- 

nected betweeen the points A and 
nected between the points B 0 and 
Cand a galvanometer is 

The currents through 
COD 

D. branches 
figure. 

the 

the are indicatevariou1s 

in the 
through 

The curren
galvanometerD 

and the resistance of the galv 
nometer is G. 

Fig. 13 26 

Applying 
the first law: 

At the junction B, 

At the junction D, 
Applying the second law-to the meshes 

ABDA and ABCh i+i-is=0 

iP+i,G-isR= 0 
iP+iQ-iS-i,R = 0 

When the galvanometer shows zero 
defiection, the points B and 

D are at the same potential and i,= 0. 

Substituting this value in (i), {ii), and (iii), 
. 

. 

and iP= i3R 

Substituting the values of (v) and (vi) in equation (iv) 

iP+ iS-iR =0 
P+) = i(R+S) 



YCUC CUR 
URRENT 25

i(P+Q) i(R+S) 
iP 
P+ R+S 

pividing 
(ri) by (vii), 

iR 

.- 
Thus, if the values of the resistances P, 2, R and S ar  

r ero defiection of the galvanometer, then This is the 
sition for the Wheatstone's bridge circuit when the galvanometer 
dection is zero. 



NENTT 
1332 Carey 

Foster 

Bridge 

A Carey 
Foster 

Bridge 
is principally th 

276 

are providec same as a me 
bridge 

except 
that two more 

gaps 

Fig. 1348. This bridge 
1s USea to measure the 

two nearly equal 
resistances 

and knowing the 

can be 
calculated. In this bridge, the end resist of. 

in 
calculations, 

which is an advantage 
and hen 

be used to neasure 

differ erence val 
ne, nces are tte 

eliminate onvenier and hence it ca 
given loW resistance. 

R 

(I00-h) F 
Fig. 13-48 

P and Q are two resistanceboxes connected in the inne 
1 and 2, R is the unknown low resistance and S' is a frast ctional resistance box. Let the length of the bridge wire be 100 Cm 

z and B the end resistances on the Sides of R and S respectiveh The galvanometer G is connected between the points B and D. T- cell is connectedthrough a keybetween the points A and C. 
Keeping suitable values of P and 0, the resistance R is plac in the left gap and Sin the right gap and the balance lkngth a measured from the point E. R and S are interchanged and balancing length , is noted. Figs. 1349 and 13 50 represert = equivalent Wheatstone's bridge circuit in the two cases. Let f teu resistance per unit length of the bridge wire. 
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277 
tion of the galvanometer, in the first R+a+he st case 

S+B+(100-JP 
S+a+le R+B+(100-1)e 

a tbe 
Second case 

ing the right hand sides of () and (iü) R++ 
349+(100-Je S++l2pe R+B+(100-1) Adding one to both sides 

S+(100-L)P 
R+S+a+8+100p 
S+9+(100-

p-PS+athe+R+B+100p-R+B+(100-4)e R+S++Bt-100p R+B+(100-1,) .it) The numerators of equation (t7) are equal. Therefore, the 
denominators are equal. 

S+B+100-1e= R+B+100p-1e 
S-lh9= R-e 
R-S = Pla-) 
R S+e (l-1) 

of 

iv) or 

Thus. knowing the values of l and l2, the difference R-S can 
alcalated, provided p the resistance per unit length of the bridge 

vite is kfiown (equation iv). Further, if the value of S is known, R 
be caleulated (equation v). 
i) Determination of p. To determine the resistance per 

at kagth of the bridge wire, the resistance R is replaced by a thick 
per strip (i.e., R = 0) and the balancing length , is determined. 
Now keaping S in the left gap and the copper strip in the right 
he balancing lengthla is determinedwith the same values of From equation (v) 

The periment is repeated with different values of S and the 

0 S+P(-1) 
Of 

S 
.(vi) 

= - A Value of p is taken ration of the bridge wire. In equation (v), Pl4-h) 
Tes the 1esist 

1stance of the bridge wire between the two balance 
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Thus, R-S= Resistance of the bridge wire between the. balance points. 

Initially, using known values of R and S, the resistance ot rarious portions of the bridge wire is determined. The balance pont can be shifted to various positions of the wire by. suitably aitering 

between he two 

altering the values of P and . 
A graph is drawn between the length of the wire alongte Yaxis and the resistance of the wire along theY-axis. This calibra tion is e bridge wire is not uniform. 

 



A notentiometer is a device used to measure poten- 

otentiometer 

1335 

Principle. 

10 metres 10 metres stretched 
on a wood 

uniforCe 
used 

stretched on a wooden board by the side of a metre 
It consists of a uniform wire AB of length usually 

ial diftèrence. 

etres 
res of length one'metre each are joined in series and connect 

Scale. 
the points A and B. The wires used havea low tempera- wween t of resistance. A steady current is passed through 

ed between 

tare coeticient 

the wire AB 

1354). 
Let the resistance 

tempera- current is passed through help of a constant source of E.M.F. (Fig. 
with the 

per unit length of the 
potentiometer wire be 
and the steady cur- 
rent' passing through 
the wire be I amperes. 

AMMETE 

ww 

D B AB L cm -
-L- AD = l cm PD across AB = L pI PD across AD = lpI PD across AB 

PD across AD 

Fig. 13 54

Lel 

PD across AD=x PD across AB 
1s, for a steady current passing through the potentiometer 

Thus, sor wire AB, the 
the th the rmination nlal difference across any length is proportiona to 



. 

Calibration of Amneter and Voltmeter 
Ammeter. The principle is the same as the method of 

discussed in articie 13 38 The current through 2SUing current 

E TS sta nce is gradually increased with the heip of the 
p Fig. 1361). The ammeter Teading is noted and the corres 

Theostat 

mding value = le is calculated. A cálibration graph is drawn 
the observed values and the calculated values. 
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